
As funeral bells chime, a mysterious woman whispers a terrible
secret to a grieving wife. Years later, now in therapy, the woman
pieces together the jig-saw of her life, the damning relationship
with her father and the disturbing truth behind that secret whisper

In association with director Jacqs Graham, returning playwright David Martin
raises the profile on mental health issues and survival against the odds at this
year’s 2018 Edinburgh Festival Fringe, delivering yet another high quality,
psychological drama. UnSpoken is a dark and thought-provoking, but
ultimately uplifting, tale of survival against the odds. It raises the profile of
mental health, childhood abuse and our very human search for truth, acceptance
and resolution.

The plot centres around an unseen, minor character from Softsod’s first 2017
Edinburgh Pick of the Fringe drama, Fragile Man, in which a woman fleetingly
appears as part of a dimly recalled childhood memory. UnSpoken now gives this
mysterious woman the opportunity to tell her story. In a one-on-one session with
her therapist she dares to open the blind, let in the light and brace herself for a
startling discovery. The truth.

Director Jacqs Graham says: ‘As well as a 4 star review from Theatre Bath,
audience feedback from our preview performances at Bath Fringe included
“compelling”, “energetic”, “intense”, “captivating”, “wonderful” and
“recommended”.’ Writer David Martin adds ‘The play is a mysterious,
sometimes darkly comedic and often moving journey of self-discovery. In the
hands of outstanding Director Jacqs Graham and alongside fellow creative and
actor Lucy Elzik, it aims to capture the very essence of edgy and evocative Fringe
theatre.’

Rehearsal pictures are available at www.softsod.com/gallery.html
Review from Theatre Bath available at
theatrebath.co.uk/blog/review-unspoken-softsod-productions-presents-mission-th
eatre/

www.softsod.com
facebook.com/softsod
twitter.com/Softsod
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ten word blurb
A mysterious woman whispers a terrible secret to a grieving wife.

twenty word blurb
As funeral bells chime, a mysterious woman whispers a terrible secret to a
grieving wife who must discover the disturbing truth.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
As funeral bells chime, a mysterious woman whispers a terrible secret to a
grieving wife. Years later, now in therapy, the woman is driven to piece
together the jigsaw of her life and the disturbing truth behind that secret
whisper.
fringe web blurb
As funeral bells chime, a mysterious woman whispers a terrible secret to a
grieving wife. Years later, now in therapy, the woman is driven to piece
together the jigsaw of her life, the damning relationship with her father and
the disturbing truth behind that secret whisper. UnSpoken is a dark and
thought-provoking tale of survival against the odds. It raises the profile on
childhood abuse, the challenge of mental and emotional turmoil and our
very human search for truth, acceptance and resolution. This newly-written
drama, with original evocative soundscape, will appeal to those seeking
intelligent, beautifully crafted theatre.
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As funeral bells chime, a mysterious woman whispers a terrible
secret to a grieving wife. Years later, now in therapy, the woman
pieces together the jig-saw of her life, the damning relationship
with her father and the disturbing truth behind that secret whisper

In association with director Jacqs Graham, returning playwright David Martin
raises the profile on mental health issues and survival against the odds at this
year’s 2018 Edinburgh Festival Fringe, delivering yet another high quality,
psychological drama. UnSpoken is a dark and thought-provoking, but
ultimately uplifting, tale of survival against the odds. It raises the profile of
mental health, childhood abuse and our very human search for truth, acceptance
and resolution.

The plot centres around an unseen, minor character from Softsod’s first 2017
Edinburgh Pick of the Fringe drama, Fragile Man, in which a woman fleetingly
appears as part of a dimly recalled childhood memory. UnSpoken now gives this
mysterious woman the opportunity to tell her story. In a one-on-one session with
her therapist she dares to open the blind, let in the light and brace herself for a
startling discovery. The truth.

Director Jacqs Graham says: ‘As well as a 4 star review from Theatre Bath,
audience feedback from our preview performances at Bath Fringe included
“compelling”, “energetic”, “intense”, “captivating”, “wonderful” and
“recommended”.’ Writer David Martin adds ‘The play is a mysterious,
sometimes darkly comedic and often moving journey of self-discovery. In the
hands of outstanding Director Jacqs Graham and alongside fellow creative and
actor Lucy Elzik, it aims to capture the very essence of edgy and evocative Fringe
theatre.’

Rehearsal pictures are available at www.softsod.com/gallery.html
Review from Theatre Bath available at
theatrebath.co.uk/blog/review-unspoken-softsod-productions-presents-mission-th
eatre/
www.softsod.com
facebook.com/softsod
twitter.com/Softsod
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Written and produced by David Martin

From company email 2018.06.06 RBW

Returning playwright David Martin raises the profile on mental health is- sues
and survival against the odds at this year’s 2018 Edinburgh Festi- val Fringe.
Softsod Productions presents...
UnSpoken
“...a provocative, fascinating and beautiful tale.” **** (theatrebath.co.uk)
@ C-Royale Maxi (Studio 1), Royal Society of Edinburgh, 22-26 George St,
Edinburgh, EH2 2PQ 3rd -27th August 2018
In association with director Jacqs Graham, playwright David Martin is making a
return to the 2018 Edinburgh Festival Fringe, delivering yet another high
quality, psychological drama.
Synopsis
As funeral bells chime, a mysterious woman whispers a terrible secret to a
grieving wife. Years later, now in therapy, the woman pieces together the jig-
saw of her life, the damning relationship with her father and the disturbing
truth behind that secret whisper.
UnSpoken is a dark and thought-provoking, but ultimately uplifting tale of
survival against the odds. It raises the profile on mental health, childhood
abuse and our very human search for truth, acceptance and resolution.
The plot centres around an unseen, minor character from Softsod’s first 2017
Edin- burgh ‘Pick of the Fringe’ drama, Fragile Man, in which a woman
fleetingly appears as part of a dimly recalled childhood memory. UnSpoken
now gives this mysterious woman the opportunity to tell her story. In a
one-on-one session with her therapist she dares to open the blind, let in the
light and brace herself for a startling discovery. The truth.
Director, Jacqs Graham says: “As well as a 4 star review from Theatre Bath,
audi- ence feedback from our preview performances at Bath Fringe included
“compelling”, “energetic”, “intense”, “captivating”, “wonderful” and
“recommended”. UnSpoken will appeal to those seeking intelligent,
beautifully crafted, meaningful theatre.” Writer David Martin adds “The play
is a mysterious, sometimes darkly comedic and often moving journey of
self-discovery. In the hands of outstanding Director Jacqs Graham and
alongside fellow creative and actor Lucy Elzik, it aims to capture the very es-
sence of edgy and evocative Fringe theatre.”
Genre: New Writing; Drama
     
Director: Jacqs Graham
Written and produced by: David Martin
Cast: Lucy Elzik abd David Martin
Original musical score: written and produced by David Martin
Basic Listing Information

word count

company originaldevelopment
Returning playwright raises the profile on mental health issues and survival
against the odds at this year’s Edinburgh Festival Fringe.

Softsod Productions presents…

UnSpoken

@ C-Royale Maxi (Studio 1), Royal Society of Edinburgh, 22-26 George St,
Edinburgh, EH2 2PQ
3rd -27th August 2018

Playwright David Martin is making a return to the Edinburgh Festival Fringe,
this year dealing with childhood abuse, the challenge of mental and emotional
turmoil and our very human search for truth, acceptance and resolution.

Synopsis
As funeral bells chime, a mysterious woman whispers a terrible secret to a
grieving wife. Years later, now in therapy, the woman pieces together the
jigsaw of her life, the damning relationship with her father and the disturbing
truth behind that secret whisper.

Written by David Martin, directed by Jacqs Graham and featuring Lucy Elzic
and David Martin, UnSpoken is a dark and thought-provoking tale of survival
against the odds. It raises the profile of childhood abuse, the turmoil of mental
and emotional ill health and the human will to survive.

An original musical score, written and produced by David Martin, adds an
evocative soundscape.

The play hinges around one of the unseen minor characters from the team’s
first Fringe drama Fragile Man, in which a woman fleetingly appears as part of
a dimly recalled childhood memory and whispers a terrible secret to a recently
bereaved wife. UnSpoken now gives this mysterious woman the opportunity to
tell her story. In a one-on-one session with her therapist, the enigmatic, but
deeply troubled woman, slowly uncovers hidden memories, her struggle with
trust and love and the disturbing reality behind what she said to the grieving
wife, and more importantly, why.

UnSpoken’s director, Jacqs Graham says…”this is our second Softsod
production specialising in topical, relevant and thought-provoking drama.
UnSpoken’s themes and its intelligence are sure to appeal to serious theatre
goer’s looking for deep, meaningful and beautifully crafted scripts and
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